


WARNINGS Read Before Using Your Sega Dreamcast Video Game System

CAUTION
Anyone who uses the Dreamcast should read the operating manual for the software and console before operating them. A responsible adult

should read these manuals together with any minors who will use the Dreamcast before the minor uses it.

HEALTH AND EPILEPSY WARNING
Some small number of people are susceptible to epileptic seizures or loss of consciousness when exposed to certain flashing lights or

light patterns that they encounter in everyday life, such as those in certain television images or video games. These seizures or loss of

consciousness may occur even if the person has never had an epileptic seizure.

If you or anyone in your family has ever had symptoms related to epilepsy when exposed to flashing lights, consult your doctor prior to using

Dreamcast.

In all cases, parents should monitor the use of video games by their children. If any player experiences dizziness, blurred vision, eye or

muscle twitches, loss of consciousness, disorientation, any involuntary movement or convulsion, IMMEDIATELY DISCONTINUE USE AND
CONSULT YOUR DOCTOR BEFORE RESUMING PLAY.

To reduce the possibility of such symptoms, the operator must follow these safety precautions at all times when using Dreamcast:
• Sit a minimum of 6.5 feet away from the television screen. This should be as far as the length of the controller cable.

• Do not play if you are tired or have not had much sleep.

• Make sure that the room in which you are playing has all the lights on and is well lit.

• Stop playing video games for at least ten to twenty minutes per hour. This will rest your eyes, neck, arms and fingers so that you can

continue comfortably playing the game in the future.

OPERATING PRECAUTIONS
To prevent personal injury, property damage or malfunction:

• Before removing disc, be sure it has stopped spinning.

• The Sega Dreamcast GD-ROM disc is intended for use exclusively on the Sega Dreamcast video game system. Do not use this disc in

anything otherthan a Dreamcast console, especially not in a CD player.

• Do not allow fingerprints or dirt on either side of the disc.

• Avoid bending the disc. Do not touch, smudge or scratch its surface.

• Do not modify or enlarge the center hole of the disc or use a disc that is cracked, modified or repaired with adhesive tape.

• Do not write on or apply anything to either side of the disc.

• Store the disc in its original case and do not expose it to high temperature and humidity.

• Do not leave the disc in direct sunlight or near a radiator or other source of heat.

•Use lens cleaner and a soft dry cloth to clean disc, wiping gently from the center to the edge. Never use chemicals such as benzene and

paint thinner to clean disc.

PROJECTION TELEVISION WARNING
Still pictures or images may cause permanent picture tube damage or mark the phosphor of the CRT. Avoid repeated or extended use of

video games on large-screen projection televisions.

SEGA DREAMCAST VIDEO GAME USE
This GD-ROM can only be used with the Sega Dreamcast video game system. Do not attempt to play this GD-ROM on any other CD player;

doing so may damage the headphones and/or speakers. This game is licensed for home play on the Sega Dreamcast video game system

only. Unauthorized copying, reproduction, rental, public performance of this game is a violation of applicable laws. The characters and

events portrayed in this game are purely fictional. Any similarity to other persons, living or dead, is purely coincidental.
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Rippin’ Riders is a memory card compatible gmnc [Visual Memory Unit {VMIJ)

sold separately). In order to save a game file, die VMU you twe using must have

at lca.st 4 memory blocks of free space available.
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A BOARDER'S PARADISE

Battle the elements, your board buddies and your >
own personal best in Rippin' Riders!

Compete as one of seven main tharatters, eath with

their own unique style, speriality tritks and tombos.

Untover hidden tourses, boards and features as you

keep rippin' it up on your Sega DreameastI ^
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BEFORE STARTING A GAME

Insert the VMU into an expansion

socket of the controller.

Rippin’ Riders is a Visual Memory Unit (VMU) compatible

game. Data saved to a game file includes option settings, time

scores and other scoring results. To save game data connect

a Dreamcast controller to any control port. Then, Insert the

memory card (VMU) to be used to save the game data into an

expansion socket of the controller. With this game, a mini-

mum of 4 blocks of free memory is required to save a game

file. Additional free memory is required to save replay data.

CAUTION

Never turn OFF the Ftreamcastpower, remove

the VMU or disconnect the controller while

game data is being saved.

[using the Jump Pack^

When using the Jump Pack with the

Dreamcast Controller to play Rippin’ Riders,

always insert the Jump Pack into Expansion

Socket 2 of the controller. When the Jump

Pack is inserted into Expansion Socket 1 of

the Dreamcast Controller, the Jump Pack

does not lock into place and may fall out

during game play or otherwise inhibit game

operation.

Insert the VMU into Expansion Socket

1 and the Jump Pack into Expansion

Socket 2 of the controller.
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STARTING A GAME

Once the title screen appears, press the Start

Button to proceed to the mode selection menu.

^iwode selection screen^

Use the Analog Thumb Pad or Direction Pad (D-Pad)

to select a mode and press the © Button to

enter your selection. For details on the modes avail-

able, see p. 14.

ShirtI lhv\o titiitinv

sittfuw. th’si>>nrii tiflvr i7)/#rvi's

HO Hfcnr^r hotiulvv woiifJ dure frv.

lii/hin the allolivti Umo «7i/7i' iwk
IHii lip trifk poiH/s HsroH fin.

ffi'ae

Race againstyourfavorite

rival using this split screen fast-

paced competition mode.

Catch some big air

and bust loads of tricks while

auHprting in this halfpipe mode.

Use this mode to modify

vanous game settings, per

form sound tests, view the rank-

ings, etc. For details, see p. 19.
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THE GAME DISPLAY

An explanation of the basic game display is described below. However, note that the

actual game display may vary slightly with each mode.

>^record & section^

Tliis item toggles between the

RECORD and SECTION display.

RECORD displays the top rank-

ing score for TIME, TRICK and

TOTAL. SECTION displays the

time clocked (or the current

time being clocked) for each of

the three sections of the course.

extra time

The amouiil of exli-a lime

earned by performing tricks.

trick totaQ-^

Wfienever you successfully

bust a trick, the trick

name, trick point value

and total number of points

earned is displayed here.
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BASIC CONTROLS
^the Dreniticast Controller^

Rippin’ Riders is a one to two player game. Before turning the Dreamcast power ON,

connect the Dreamcast Controllers and/or other peripheral equipment to the

Control Ports of the Dreamcast.
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BASIC CONTROLS

To reset the Dreamcast and return to the title screen at any point during game play,

simultaneously press and hold the ® , ®, ©, O and Start Buttons.

^Trigger Q

Do a clockwise

stance change or

a mid-air grab

. Expansioiil^ ^Expansion"L
.
Socket 1 J REAR VIEW n Socket 2 .

Insert a memory \— Insert a memory 1

card (VMU)
..

card (VMU) or a 1

^

jump racK
j

Do a counter-

clockwise stance

change

CAUTION

Never touch the Analog Thumb Pad or Triggers D/13 while

turning the Dreamcastpower ON. Doing so may disrupt the

controller initialization procedure and result in malfunction.
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BOARD MANUEVERING TIPS

i

Jump Button (©) is held prior to the jump. During a jump, tlie speed of the

boarder will decrease and the direction cannot be changed. However, if your

boarder bails and takes a tumble or when they have slowed down to 0 MPH, by

pressing the Jump Button repeatedly it is possible to accelerate a bit.

^ turning

'

Maneuver left and right with the Analog Thumb Pad or D-Pad

while pressing the Edging Button (©) to execute edging turns. To rail a curve,

cut an edge while turning the board to decelerate while making a sharp turn.

^grabbing^

-

Press the Grab Button (© or B) in mid-jump to perform

tricks while catching air. Also, use the Grab Button while surfing the slopes to

perform ground tricks. For details, see p. 9.

Cguording>
Press the Guard Button(O) to soften the impact of objects the

boarder may slam into or to demoUsh obstacles blocking the boarder s path.

[centering and speed>

mma t

Press the Analog Thumb Pad or D-Pad

to have the boarder crouch forward to center their balance and prevent spills

while shredding over bumpy or rough terrain. Press to have the boarder

squat back to streamline and gain a bit of speed on a straightaway.

*Select "KEYASSIGN"from the options menu to modify the button assignmentsfor the controls.
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BASIC TRICKS
Perform basic snowboarding tricks by rotating or grabbing parts of the board in mid-air.

Busting tricks off checkpoints or cliffs wiU earn trick points corresponding to the difficulty

level of the tricks performed. So let's start off by practicing some basic moves!

^grab trick^

Press a Grab Button (© or B)
when the board is in mid-air to

perform a grab trick. Bust multi-

ple grab moves in succession or

hold one grab for an extended

length of time to earn higher

trick points. Through different

button/trigger and

Indy ©
Mute # + ®

Tailgrab

Method m
Tweak

Melantholy -^ + 13

combinations, up to six types of

grab tricks are possible.

Keep in mind that whether the

trick is complete or not, if your

boarder attempts to land while

still grabbing the board, they're

gonna pack painiully. And as

you'll soon realize, taking a

tumble means no trick points.

^rotation trick^
To perform a rotation trick while riding, press and hold the Jump Button

while pressing the D-Pad or Analog Thumb Pad in the direction you wish the boarder to rotate. Once

you release the Jump Button the boarder will rotate in mid-air in the direction the D-Pad or Analog

Thumb Pad was pressed. For example, pressing or wiU result in a horizontal spin, the easiest

rotation trick. The rotation speed of the spin is determined by how long or was pressed. It is

possible to perform flips (vertical)
,
spins (horizontal) and misty flips (diagonal) while catching air. Be

sure to take care when landing because if the direction the board is facing differs considerably from the

direction of the course, or if the inchnation of the board is too steep, the boarder wiU crater hard.
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^ground tri.ks) >

Button (©) to perform manual tricks while riding

along a course to earn extra time. Unlike grab or rota-

tion tricks, you do not receive trick points as they are

made, however, their value is reflected in the TOTAL

score tally as a bonus for earned extra time.

While performing these manual moves you are unable

to turn or jump however, you wilt maintain the same

speed as normal stance boarding. To return the board-

er to a normal stance, release the Grab button.

ADVANCED TRICKS

-i.

-

bos) can earn higher trick points. Execute combos by performing combinations

of grab/rotation moves in the same "trick" (the time between the jump and

landing). For example, jump and do a grab move and then if you can manage to

begin a second grab move before the foUow-though of the first move is com-

plete, the two moves will be executed consecutively in the same trick. This is a

combo trick. But... don't overdo it! If you try to cram too many moves into one

trick, your boarder may not make the landing in time and take a tumble.

A-
'

^nvei* e I'lC
THp mellmd used tn nei-form this trick is basicallv the same as when

^

performing a horizontal rotation trick. While pressing and holding the Jump Button (®), press and

hold or and when the Jump Button is released the boarder will begin to rotate. The rotation

speed is proportional to the length of time or # was pressed. Of course the angle of the board in

relation to the ground surface is essential to making a successful landing. Obviously, if you attempt a

^ landing while the boarder is upside down, your boarder will crash-land. ^

Front

Manual

Wheelie

Manual

^ -^>4

+ ©
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<^spedqlty tricks)^
Each character has two unique specialty tricks, that can be executed

via a trick combo that acts as a command. All you have to do is bust the right combo for the right char-

acter to make these phat moves happen. By memorizing the commands that execute each character's

specialty trick you can expect to earn even higher trick points. (For details on the commands for each

character's specialty tricks, see p. 12-13)

EXPERT TRICKS
<*^M|sty trick^

method used nerform this trick is ha.sicallv the same as when per-

'

forming a horizontal or vertical rotation trick, except that you press and hold the D-Pad or Analog

Thumb Pad diagonally. While pressing and holding the Jump Button, press and hold ^ or d
and when the Jump Button is released the boarder wUl begin to rotate. The rotation speed is propor-

tional to the length of time ^ or # was pressed. Compared to a vertical or horizontal rotation

trick, landing a Misty is relatively more difficult, so the trick points awarded are higher.

^(earning the highest possible trick point^
i,

.

even higher overall trick point total by combining combo and specialty moves in the same trick. The

more combos you manage to execute in one trick, the more trick points you will earn. As explained

previously, a specialty trick requires a certain combo command to execute. If you add in another move

just prior to making the combo command, the specialty trick will then be preceded by two tricks. Of

course, the specialty trick earns the highest points, but the bonus earned by the preceding moves

added to the high score specialty trick yields an even higher total point score for the whole trick. If you

can master this technique and perform it at will, you'll be earning some mega-high scores.
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CHARACTER INTRODUCTIONS &
(jiimniA A sports-loving college student, Jimmy’s main interests include

r
' ^ ^

rock climbing, mountain biking and video games. He was

' Ij introduced to the world of snowboarding by his girlfriend - who just

S happens to work for Salomon. Although a relative newcomer, his athletic

i nature and ability to "borrow" the best Salomon boards and Bonfire gear

-em have given him a more than decent head start. While his technique needs

work, his speed and power are quite promising. music genre; trance

sp trick 1 Nasegrab melancholy indy J
sp trick 2 Rewind method^ mute

A model and choreographer, this taciturn foxy

lady is well known on the slopes as the queen

of high speed and jump style.

onicc

music genre; bouse

sp trick 1 Puff she Puff method^ mute |

sp trick 2 Born to be Free tailgrab^ melancholy method
|

fills rocldng biker guy is a hot-blooded board freak

with a fairly balanced range of skills.

music genre; rock

sp trick 1

sp trick 2

Judo indy^ tweak

Karate melancholy^ method
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SPECIALTY TRICKS (SP TRICKS)

Qlonilie5^strong[sllent, stern-faced solider, Ronnie is a serious

boarder who can bust some uncharacteristically

flamboyant tricks. music genre; D & B

Methad Vertical tweak^ method

Junk Split tailgrab 1^ indy^ melancholy

A foul-mouthed, slick-talking, hip-hop DJ with an

intriguing mix of quickness and technique.

0>J Ken)

music genre; hiphop

sp trick 1 Missile

sp trick 2 Racket Dive

jump +# + grab + guard

jump + + grab + guard

Ibis cute, young, high school girl loves to club to techno but on

the slopes she is one fine trlckstress with an uncanny sense of balance.

sp trick 1 Stale Fish tailgrab^ indy

sp trick 2 Aquarius mute^ method

This carefree Rasta-man, who is never without a smile,

will blow you away with his high-flying

jumps and super-stoked technique. music genre; re^a^

sp trick 1 King Step tailgrab 1^ melancholy ^ method

sp trick 2 Carbine mute 1^ method
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GAME MODES
i»^free

These sloped courses feature a variety of obstacles and numerous checkpoints,

where extra time can be earned by performing tricks. Make sure your boarder makes it to the goal

within the allotted time, or you're a loser! The live main courses and the requirements that must be met

to gain access to them are as Mows:

Course 1

Bone up on your

skills witli this

slope-style prac-

tice level course.

Be sure to mind

the sheep!

Complete Course

1 to ride this tree

covered run.

Avoid the gullies

and don’t hurt the

trees!

Place in the top 3

for Course 2 to hit

the big bad city in

a snowstorm.

Don’t broadside

the huildings!

Course 4

Place in the top 3

for Course 3 to go

underground on

this historical

trek. Watch out

for them bones!

Course 5
Place in the top 3

for TOTAI, in

Course 4 to board

this radical track

with some freaky

hairpin turns!

^^.IJ^^^^i£_^nBustraultiple tricksmiTcatciuon^Mr in this gnarly halfpipemodTTla^

sure your boarder makes it to the finish hne at the end of the course within the allotted time and

then watch as the total performance results are displayed. In addition to the points acquired along

the way, the overall evaluation also includes the content and form of the tricks performed. Also, the

background music will change according to the types of tricks made.

previous halfpipes, this baby

features a section with an

oversized lip that'll guarantee

you’ll catch some major air.

"Extra Super Pipe"
The desif^r for this n-uly

^ ^ intense course was based on

an amusement park, Conquer this bad boy and you'll be

ready for just about anything! However, to earn the right

to ride on this course you'll have to place in the top

three rankings for the Super Pipe. Good Luck!

GAME MODES
p*(^niqtch race - BATTLE^

Compete against your favorite rival using this novel racing

mode where trick expertise is key. By busting tricks you can earn attacking power or extra thrust, both

of which can have more effect on the race outcome than mere speed. Select from two types of chal-

lenges, a split-screen position battle called "Line Versus" or a rocket-booster race called "Trick Boost".

C"linevers«sO - >

A completely new and unique aspect to this mode is the ability to win a match race by using the split-

screen to your advantage. Execute tricks to effect a "line attack" which will move the dividing line of

the split screen, shrinking your opponent’s screen and making their race much harder. If done enough

times you can even shut them completely out and win. Of course, you can .still win the old-feshloned

way of reaching the goal first but by using the following techniques, you'll be able to easily defeat more

speedy opponents and improve your chances of victory.

r I • »* I To earn one hne attack mark (or one hne attack) perform a tnck ( ump to

* landing) that earns a mimmum of 300 pomts. lor example, n you do a combo

that earns a total of 689 trick points, you'll receive two hne attack marks. But, if you perform two sepa-

rate tricks that earn 270 and 210 respectively, you won't earn any hne attack marks. You must earn

more than 300 trick points for each trick performed to earn one hne attack mark. Technically, it only

takes seven hne attacks to obhterate your opponent but, since your opponent can recover by hne attack-

ing you, the dividing hne can get pushed back towards your side. Also, remember that just any trick

won't automatically earn enough total points for a hne attack. With the exception of some grab moves

made in trick areas, a combo of two or more moves is the minimum requirement to earn a hne attack

mark. Don't forget that in addition to the grab, rotation and specialty trick points, you also earn finish

^ointsforlandin^orrectly^atMck^ras^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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GAME MODES
Increasing the Score Value Ratio

important factor of the line versus match race is the score value

ratio displayed at the top of the screen. The score value awarded for

tricks is revised according to this number. The higher tliis number is, the more points awarded per trick. This

means that a player with the higher ratio can execute line attacks easier because the value of their trick points

will be higher. The ratio fluctuates according to the following conditions:

AJ Wheneveryou receive a line attack (the screen shrinks) this ratio will increase afixed

amount. Likewise, wheneveryou succeed in executing a line attack your ratio will decrease.

B) The ratio will automatically increase whenever a checkpoint is passed.

For the leading boarder, the increase is 0.$ andfor the lagging boarder the increase is 0. 7.

C) The ratio will increase 0.1for every obstacle destroyed.

Remember to consider factors such as your character and board when planning your strategy. Particularly with B)

,

where the amount of ratio increase fluctuates according to tlie position of the boarder, a ratio change will occur in

every 3 course sections, In the opening section the ratio is low but it increases bit by bit over the course of the

race, By the final section, this ratio can effect a huge attack. Although it is easy to earn line attack marks at the

trick areas, marks can be earned anywhere on the course. Therefore it is better to hone your boarding technique

to the point where you can bust high scoring tricks anywhere and everywhere.

/ ("trick boost") \

In this: battle mode, use the Guatd Button to gife your boarder a jet-boost that will propel them at

super high velocity. However, activating the speed boost requires “boost power points" which can only

be received by earning trick points at the trick areas. There is no minimuni or maximum Mmit to the

trick points that can be earned and aE the boost power points are cumulative and can be used at any

time. The more trick points earned, die more boost power points your boarder will receive so bust

sOmebodadoustn^mdblowyouropponentaway!^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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GAME MODES
^mmHh race - FREE RACEV

ViN 1This mode is for those who prefer a pure and unadul-

terated race. Select whether to compete in time, trick or total, preset the size of the spht-screen or

even establish a handicap. Setting the handicap on will give the lagging boarder a bit of extra speed.

V ^

(the hidden elements
Meeting certain requirements or placing in the top rankings

throughout the course of this game will earn you secret goodies such as hidden courses, characters,

boards and other interesting items. So challenge your Emits and see what you can uncover!

Hint One Use Axel and aim for the "time" ranking!

Hint Two
Using the same type of hoard, destroy as many course

obstacles as possible.

THE RESULTS DISPLAY
Once you complete a course, the current rankings and overall results are displayed alongside the follow-

ing menu. The results display varies for each game mode. Refer to p. 18 for details.

Whenever you place in the top three best rankings, the name entry screen will also appear.

'Next Course Once the necessary requirements are met, select to advance to the next course.
''

Retry Try the same course again.

Change Change characters, board or course and re-start.

Ranking Display the rankings for this course.

Replay View a replay of the last completed course or previously saved data.

Save Save either game or replay data.

^ Exif Select to return to the title screen. j
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THE RESULTS DISPLAY

Each of the top three rankings for

TIME, TRICK and TOTAL are displayed.

Every time you place within the top

three rankings, you can enter your

initials.

^super pipe^

A maximum of 10 points can be earned

in each evaluation category.

Regardless of the mode, this

screen appears at the end of the

race to

display the

detailed

results of

the match

race.
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OPTIONS

y^-^Options menu)

Using the Options menu you can modify various game set-

tings, save data, view saved replay data or listen to the

background music that is used during the game.

Select a menu item using the Analog Thumb Pad or D-Pad

and press the ® Button to enter your selection.

Configuration Modify various game settings such as sound, Jump Pack settings, etc.

Key Assign Modify the button assignments of the controller.

Ranking Display the rankings for each course.

Save & Load Save game flies to or load data from a memory card (TMIJ).

Repiay to Play View replay data saved to a memory card (VMll).

Juke Box Adjust the sound volume or listen to background music tracks.

CAUTION
A memory card (VMU) is required to save gamefiles.

Never turn OFF the Dreamcastpower, remove the memory card

(VMU) or disconnect the controller while game data is being saved.
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*THIS LIMITED WARRANTY IS VALID FOR U.S. AND CANADIAN SEGA DREAMCASTSOFTWARE MANU-
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Limited Warranty
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Ihe United States only. Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, or exclusion of consequential or inciden-

liil damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you. This warranty provides you with specific legal rights. You may have

other rights which vary from state to state.
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